Polymeric Nanomedicine with "Lego" Surface Allowing Modular Functionalization and Drug Encapsulation.
Surface functionalization of nanoparticles (NPs) is of pivotal importance in nanomedicine. However, current strategies often require covalent conjugation that involves laborious design and synthesis. Herein, cucurbit[7]uril (CB[7])-decorated poly(lactic acid) (PLA)/poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) NPs are developed and exploited for the first time as a novel, biocompatible, and versatile drug delivery platform with a noncovalently tailorable surface. CB[7] on the surface of NPs, acting as a "Lego" base block, allowed facile, modular surface modification with a variety of functional moieties or tags that are linked with amantadine (a complementary "Lego" piece to the base block), including amantadine-conjugated folate, polyethylene glycol, and fluorescein isothiocyanate. In addition, surface CB[7] also provided an opportunity for encapsulation of a secondary drug, such as oxaliplatin, into the cavity of the base block CB[7], in addition to a primary drug (e.g., paclitaxel) loaded into PLA/PLGA NPs, for a possible synergistic chemotherapy. This proof of concept not only provides the first versatile PLA/PLGA nanomedicine platform with "Lego" surface for modular functionalization and improved drug delivery but also offers new insights into the design and development of novel nanomedicine with a modular surface.